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Abstract Vanadium oxides based materials are well

known to play an active role as catalysts in many chemical

processes of technological importance like for example

hydrocarbon oxidation reactions or selective catalytic

reduction of NOx in the presence of ammonia. Usually the

(010) surface is pointed out as the most important, however

one has to underline that other low-indices surfaces are by

far less studied. In the present study the electronic structure

of V2O5(001) and (100) surfaces are determined by ab ini-

tio DFT methods using gradient-corrected RPBE

exchange-correlation functional. As models of surface

sections different embedded V14O45H20, V14O44H18, and

V21O65H25 clusters are considered for the (001) surface and

V12O40H20, V14O46H22, V16O52H24 for the (100) surface.

Detailed analyses of the electronic structure of each cluster

are performed using charge density distributions, Mayer

bond orders, electrostatic potential maps, character of

frontier orbitals, and density of states (total as well as

partial, atom projected). Results of the calculations show

that overall negative charge of the surface oxygen sites

scales with their coordination independent of the surface

orientation. Terminal oxygen O(1) is charged the least

negatively while doubly coordinated atoms –O(2) and

Oe(2) have charge twice as large. This indicates that

bridging (for (001) and (100) netplanes) and edging (only

for (001) netplane) oxygen sites are more nucleophilic than

terminal vanadyl sites, which becomes important in view of

the reactivity of the different sites for surface chemical

reactions. Vanadium atoms present at these surfaces are

positively charged (electrophilic) and may play a role of

electron acceptors. The unsaturated surfaces show a strong

tendency to surface relaxation that manifest by large

relaxation energies.
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1 Introduction

Vanadium oxide based catalysts are of a great importance

in many technological processes like the oxidation of SO2

to SO3, naphthalene or o-xylene to phthalic anhydride or n-

butane to maleic anhydride, or the ammoxidation of pro-

pane to acrylonitrile [1–5]. The enormous chemical interest

in vanadia and vanadia-based systems comes from their use

as catalyst components, in particular in selective hydro-

carbon oxidation reactions where oxygen from different

surface sites participates in the reaction. Vanadia-based

catalysts can be also applied in the protection of the natural

environment i.e., in the selective catalytic reduction (SCR)

of NOx in the presence of ammonia [1, 6, 7]. Catalytic

properties of vanadia may be connected with the fact that

this material can expose different types of surfaces, those

build of saturated vanadium (like the single crystal (010)

surface) and those coordinatively unsaturated where sur-

face ions accumulate excess charge and generate signifi-

cant variations in the surface potential [8] (e.g., at (100)

and (001) surfaces). The existence of these different V2O5

surface terminations together with different crystal
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morphology might be a reason for vanadia catalysts sup-

porting different catalytic reactions and yielding different

products [9, 10].

As a first example of structure sensitive reaction the

studies on methanol oxidation may serve [9], where by the

slow recrystallisation and fusion monocrystalline grains of

V2O5, exposing the (010), (100), and (001) faces with

different percentage of each are obtained. Oxidation of

methanol on these samples show that depending on the face

orientation three products are observed. The V2O5 crys-

tallite with dominantly (010) face yields the methylal

whereas crystallites with lower (010) content lead to

formaldehyde and ether. Another example is the isopro-

panol decomposition [10]. Here, the reaction can proceed

via two routes: dehydrogenation to acetone or dehydration

to propene. According to the experimental studies the (010)

surface rich with terminal oxygen (basic sites) is mainly

responsible for the acetone production whereas the activity

of the faces with unsaturated vanadium ((001) and (100))

showing Lewis activity lead to the propene. Finally, studies

on the selective catalytic reduction of NOx in the presence

of ammonia [11] using V2O5 crystallites with different

morphology (different contents of low-index faces) show

that V2O5 crystal grains with dominant (010) faces yield

ammonia whereas grains exposing unsaturated faces are

mainly responsible for the ammonia activation and NOx

reduction.

Obviously, the different reactivity of V2O5 low-index

surfaces requires investigations of their electronic structure

and sorption properties. So far, the theoretical work [7, 12–

40] has focused mainly on the electronic structure, stability

and reducibility, as well as adsorption ability of different

molecules at the fully saturated (010) surface applying both

cluster and periodic approaches at different levels of

theory.

The large interest in the (010) surface properties can be

explained by the layered structure of V2O5 bulk where

atomic layers along the (010) direction are weakly bound

and generate cleavage planes seen by AFM (Atomic Force

Microscopy), as well as STM (Scanning Tunneling

Microscopy) experiments [41, 42]. Also MD (Molecular

Dynamic) simulations (based on electrostatic interactions)

of the thermal stability of the V2O5 structure have indi-

cated the (010) netplane as the most stable among the

three low-index surfaces of V2O5 [43]. Theoretical

investigations of the stability of (100) and (001) netplanes

perpendicular to the (010) surface [44] have also shown

that although their steadiness is an order of magnitude

lower, their content in the structure of a standard crystal

reaches 7.2 and 8.3%, respectively. For this reason, they

should not be neglected. Moreover, the content of the

above mentioned surfaces is expected to be larger in

powder material.

In the present work the discussion concerning surface

models and electronic structure of the (001) and (100)

netplanes as well as the surface relaxation are considered.

All results are compared with the data for the (010) surface

obtained earlier but augmented by local relaxation of the

clusters.

2 Computational Details

The crystal lattice of vanadium pentoxide is of an ortho-

rhombic symmetry with a space group D2h-Pmmn and unit

cell parameters given by a = 11.51 Å, b = 4.37 Å,

c = 3.56 Å [45–47]. The building unit forms a distorted

octahedron with V–O bond distances varying between very

short (1.58 Å, vanadyl groups) and very long (2.79 Å, Van

der Waals type bonding). Three possible low-indices sur-

faces of V2O5 namely the (010), (001) and (100) are shown

in Fig. 1.

The most stable (010) surface (Fig. 1a) is characterized

by three structurally different oxygen sites: vanadyl oxygen

atoms (O1), which stick out of the surface in rows and are

singly coordinated to vanadium atom, and two bridging

oxygen sites, doubly (O2) and triply (O3) coordinated to

vanadium centers. The unsaturated (001) surface (Fig. 1b),

which is described by mixture of ‘‘valley’’- and ‘‘hill’’-like

regions exhibits coordinatively unsaturated vanadium (Vt)

and three structurally different oxygen sites that lie in the

netplane (Fig. 1b): vanadyl oxygen O(1) and bridging

oxygen atoms O(2) or Oe(2) (the second connected to V

from different atomic layer) coordinated to two vanadium

atoms, where the name ‘‘edging’’ Oe(2) comes from its

position at the edge of the surface towards the ‘‘valley’’-

like region. At the flat, most stable termination of the (100)

surface (Fig. 1c) [44] unsaturated V as well as singly and

double coordinated O sites are present at the planar surface.

To model V2O5(001) surface sections local clusters

V14O45H20, V14O44H18 were cut out from the surface for

‘‘valley’’- and ‘‘hill’’-like surface regions (Fig. 2a),

respectively. In addition a larger V21O65H25 cluster

describing both regions simultaneously was considered.

The first smaller cluster characterizes the local environ-

ment of O(1), O(2) and V centers, whereas the second

mimics the surroundings of the Oe(2) center. In addition

cluster V21O65H25 allows investigation cluster size

convergence.

For the V2O5(100) netplane the ‘‘t1’’ termination, which

is characterized by unsaturated V atoms together with two

kinds of oxygen sites (O(1) and O(2)), has been chosen as

the most stable from among four possible cuts of this

surface [44] and to simulate that surface systematic studies

on V12O40H20, V14O46H22, V16O52H24 clusters (Fig. 2b)

were performed.
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In all clusters dangling bonds of peripheral oxygen were

saturated by hydrogen forming OH groups and resulting in

formally neutral clusters [19].

The electronic structure of the clusters was determined

by ab initio density functional theory (DFT) methods

where the Kohn-Sham orbitals were represented by linear

combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO’s) using all electron

basis sets of contracted Gaussians obtained from atom

optimizations [48, 49]. Electron exchange and correlation

was described by a revised version of the gradient cor-

rected functional due to Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE)

[50, 51]. For the calculations the program StoBe was

applied. Detailed analyses of the electronic structure of

each cluster were performed using charge density distri-

butions (Mulliken populations) [52], Mayer bond orders

[53, 54], characteristic of frontier orbitals, total as well as

partial atom projected densities of states and electrostatic

potential maps.

Relaxation of the local environment near each oxygen

site was allowed by corresponding geometry optimization.

The local environment of a particular oxygen was defined

by its nearest V neighbors together with oxygen linked

with these atoms. The number and type of the atoms

included in the relaxation are listed in the appropriate

tables in the following paragraphs. The relaxation energy is

then defined as:

Erelax ¼ jEtot relaxed clusterð Þ � Etot isolated clusterð Þj;
ð1Þ

where Etot(isolated cluster) denotes the total energy of the

cluster with atoms in bulk positions whereas Etot(relaxed

cluster) the total energy of the cluster after geometry

Fig. 1 Three low-index

surfaces of vanadium pentoxide:

a V2O5(010), b V2O5(001), and

c the most stable ‘‘t1’’

termination for V2O5(100)

netplane [44]
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optimization with equilibrium positions of the appropriate

atoms.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The V2O5(010) Surface Clusters

As mentioned before, the (010) surface was the main object

in the theoretical studies of the V2O5 electronic structure.

Both the cluster and periodic approximations [12, 13, 15–

25, 28, 31, 32, 44, 55–59] were used at various levels of

theory, starting from the semi-empirical methods, to DFT

approach. To complete the structural description and to

compare the (010) with (001), and (100) surface orienta-

tions, here some results obtained for the (010) termination

are summarized and augmented by HOMO/LUMO

characterization.

The present calculations (see Table 1 and Ref. [24, 25,

57]) show that atomic charges localized on oxygen and

vanadium atoms differ substantially from their formal

charges. Charges localized on the surface oxygen atoms

scale with the coordination of these oxygen centers

amounting to: -0.34/-0.69/-0.87 for O(1)/O(2)/O(3)

sites. Positive charge localized at vanadium sites equals to

1.59. The Mayer bond order analyses yield a V=O(1) bond

of order 2.06, two V–O(2)–V bonds of order 0.83 each and

three bonds linking O(3) to three V sites of 0.49, 0.54, and

Table 1 Cluster V10O31H12

modeling V2O5(010). Atomic

charges (q), V–O bond orders

(p) and V–O bond distances (d)

before and after geometric

relaxation. Atoms involved in

optimization are listed

V2O5(010) V10O31H12 Center relaxed

O(1) O(2) O(3)

q (V) 1.59 1.53 1.53 1.56

q (O(1)) -0.34 -0.34 -0.33 -0.33

q (O(2)) -0.69 -0.67 -0.67 -0.68

q (O(2)) -0.87 -0.84 -0.85 -0.83

p (V=O(1)) 2.06 2.08 2.09 2.08

p (V–O(2)) 0.83 0.84 0.86 0.87

p (V–O(3)) 0.49 0.55 0.53 0.53/0.52/0.47

d (V=O(1)) 1.59 1.59 1.58 1.59

d (V–O(2)) 1.78 1.82 1.81 1.81

d (V–O(3)) 1.88 1.91 1.90 1.90/1.99/2.04

Erelax [eV] – 0.31 0.17 0.67

Atoms relaxed V*6, O(1),

O(2), O(3)*3

V*2, O(1)*2,

O(2), O(3)*6

V*3, O(1)*3, O(2)*3,

O(3), O(3)*4

Fig. 2 Surface cluster models

for unsaturated surfaces: a
V2O5(001) and b V2O5(100)

netplanes. All discussed oxygen

and vanadium centers are

labeled
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0.39 bond order. Together with the Mulliken analysis this

indicates the mixed ionic-covalent nature of the V–O

bonds. The most nucleophilic oxygen is located at the O(3)

centre, followed up by O(2) and O(1), where the latter is

the least nucleophilic.

The diagram of the density of states (see Fig. 3a and

Ref. [24, 25, 57]) has a three-peak structure where peaks

are identified as mixture of states localized both at metallic

and oxygen centers. Electronic states of singly coordinated

O(1) centers are found in the central part of the valence

band and those from doubly- (O(2)) and triply(O(3))

coordinated oxygen cover the entire energetic region of the

valence band with the highest concentration close to the

Fermi level. The unoccupied electronic states are mainly

localized at the metallic cations, which play the role of the

acidic Lewis centers. The calculated width of the valence

band is equal to about 0.6 eV [25] and this value is con-

sistent with the experimental values, both from XPS and

UPS experiments [23, 60]. The width of the energy gap for

V2O5 bulk determined by photoemission experiments [61],

optical adsorption [62] and optical reflectance [63] is equal

to 2.35, 2.30, and 2.38 eV, respectively, which confirms its

semiconductor nature. The theoretical gap values from

DFT calculations for the crystal [22] and for the (010)

surface amount to 1.9 eV and 2.1 eV and are surprisingly

close to the experiments [61–63] in view of the deficiency

of density functional theory to account for gap values in

general.

The maps of electrostatic potential drawn for the 2 Å

distance from the surface show only negative potential

values, what indicates that only electrophilic or polarizable

neutral particles may come close to the surface. The

positive potential arising from metal centers is not visible

therefore the approaching molecule ‘‘does not feel’’ the

metallic centers.

The analysis of molecular orbital (Fig. 4) shows that the

HOMO orbitals are localized mainly on the O(2) and O(3)

centers indicating these centers as playing the main role of

electron donors during the electrophilic attack. The LUMO

orbitals are confined mostly on metallic centers suggesting

them as electron acceptors in nucleophilic reaction.

Due to a weak interaction between layers and to a fact

that all surface atoms are coordinatively saturated at the

(010) surface and the surface is the most stable among the

low-index V2O5 surfaces [43, 44], one should expect a

practically zero effect of the surface relaxation. Table 1

lists changes in electronic parameters and bond distances

due to relaxation of the different centers for the V10O31H12

cluster. From the calculations one observes no significant

changes in the electronic structures as a result of local

surface relaxation. The relaxation causes also no differ-

ences in density of states and does not affect the nature of

Fig. 3 DOS and pDOS plots for the valence region for the a
V2O5(010) surface obtained with the V10O31H12 cluster, b V2O5(001)

surface obtained with the V21O65H25 cluster and c V2O5(100) surface

obtained with the V16O52H24 cluster

Fig. 4 The character of HOMO

and LUMO orbitals for the

V10O31H12 cluster modeling the

V2O5(010) surface
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frontier orbitals. The bond distances are slightly elongated

due to relaxation; the largest change of the V–O distance

reaches 0.11 Å and concerns the relaxation of three-fold

oxygen O(3).

The local relaxation energy values, Erelax, equal to 0.31/

0.17/0.67 eV for the O(1)/O(2)/O(3) centers, respectively,

substantiate the little relaxation effect for the V2O5(010)

surface.

3.2 The V2O5(001) Surface Clusters

As stated before, the electronic structure of the coordin-

atively unsaturated V2O5(001) surface has not been con-

sidered yet, either theoretically or experimentally.

Therefore, the studies have started with the verification of

appropriate cluster models. To model V2O5(001) surface

the V14O45H20, V14O44H18 local clusters were used to

represent ‘‘valley’’- and ‘‘hill’’-like surface regions

(Fig. 2a), respectively. In addition, the big V21O65H25

cluster, which describes both regions simultaneously,

was taken into account to investigate the cluster size

convergence.

Table 2 summarizes results of the Mulliken population

and Mayer bond order analyses for the three above men-

tioned cluster models. Similarly as for the saturated (010)

surface, atomic charges differ from their formal values,

which indicates mixed ionic–covalent nature of surface

bonds. The charge at the Vt- type vanadium atom (see

Fig. 2a) is smaller than that of vanadium at the saturated

surface and equals approximately to ?1.3 (both for

V21O65H25 and V14O44H18 clusters). Its smaller value may

be explained by the fact that one of the neighboring oxygen

atoms is missing, which causes that the electrons partici-

pating in the broken bond still reside on the cation. As a

result, the Vt centers show the tendency to create new

bonds, which may cost the enhanced adsorption on this

surface. The charge of the Vb- type vanadium (both for

V21O65H25 and V14O44H18 clusters, see Fig. 2a) is larger

and equals to ?1.6, which is consistent with the charges of

metal centers on the (010) netplane and related to complete

coordinative saturation of this center with O atoms.

The oxygen at the (001) surface are charged similarly as

at the (010) surface; charges scale with the coordination

number to V atom and amount to -0.37/-0.71/-0.61 for

the O(1)/O(2)/Oe(2) centers. Thus, the most nucleophilic

are oxygen atoms two-fold coordinated; their properties are

similar to the same type of centers exposed at the (010)

surface.

Table 2 contains also results of Mayer bond orders

analyses indicating the type of V–O bonds, which depends

on the coordination of the oxygen centers. The computed

bond orders are approximately equal to 1.9, 2*0.8, 1 and

0.8, for Vt–O(1), Vt–O(2)–Vt, and Vt–Oe(2)–Vb bonds,

which confirms mixed ionic–covalent nature of bonds on

the V2O5(001) surface. The comparison of results obtained

for the V21O65H25 cluster (modeling a larger surface sec-

tion) with the V14O44H18 cluster (modeling the ‘‘moun-

tain’’ region) and the V14O45H20 cluster (modeling the

‘‘valley’’ region) proves the correctness of both smaller

models. The charge on Vt and the bond orders for Vt=O(1)

and Vt–O(2) are identical for the pair of the clusters:

V21O65H25 and V14O44H18, while the charge on Vb and the

bond orders for Vb–Oe(2) and Vt–Oe(2) remain the same in

the V21O65H25 and V14O45H20 clusters.

The maps of electrostatic potential for the (001) surface

(Fig. 5) show two distinct regions on the surface. The

potential above the ‘‘hill’’-like region, dominated by the

coordinatively unsaturated vanadium atoms is positive

Table 2 Atomic charges (q) and bond orders V–O (p) for the central

atoms for the V21O65H25, V14O44H18, and V14O45H20 clusters of

V2O5(001) surface

V21O65H25 V14O44H18 V14O45H20

q (Vt) 1.30 1.33 –

q (Vb) 1.61 – 1.60

q (O(1)) -0.37 -0.37 –

q (O(2)) -0.71 -0.71 –

q (Oe(2)) -0.60 – -0.61

p (Vt–O(1)) 1.91 1.91 –

p (Vt–O (2)) 0.82 0.82 –

p (Vt–Oe(2)) 0.99 – 0.99

p (Vb–Oe(2)) 0.78 – 0.77

Fig. 5 The electrostatic potential map calculated at the distance of

2 Å above the V2O5(001) surface—projection from the above. Plot is

obtained for V21O65H25 cluster. The ‘‘?EP’’ and ‘‘-EP’’ denote

positive and negative values of EP, respectively
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indicating a possibility of the nucleophilic attack, i.e., the

attack of a negatively charged molecule. The potential

above the ‘‘valley’’-like region, controlled by the Oe(2)

oxygen atoms is negative, allowing the electrophilic attack

i.e., the attach of a positively charged molecule.

To complete the characterization of the electronic

structure at the (001) surface, total and atom projected

densities of states were evaluated for model clusters, where

the results for the largest V21O65H25 cluster is shown on

Fig. 3b. Similar to the (010) surface all occupied states

result from a mixing of 2sp-type orbitals of various surface

oxygen atoms with smaller contributions from 3d-type

orbitals of vanadium. The valence band is localized in the

energy region between -12.73 and -5.98 eV. Its width is

6.75 eV, which corresponds to the width of the conduc-

tivity band obtained experimentally for the crystal [23, 60]

and is close to value calculated for the (010) surface [25].

The states of the energy lower than -12.5 eV result from

terminal OH groups in the cluster model and are therefore

model artifacts. The main part of the spectrum has a multi-

peak structure, where the contribution of the single-coor-

dinated O(1) oxygen atoms controls the central part of the

band, of the double-coordinated O(2) oxygen atoms is

uniformly distributed, whereas the input of the edge Oe(2)

oxygen atoms dominates close to the Fermi level. The

unoccupied levels are characterized by 3d orbitals of

vanadium. Such a spectrum clearly indicates the Oe(2)

atoms as the most reactive centers in the nucleophilic

reaction (Lewis bases), while metal cations being the

electron acceptors (Lewis acids).

The Lewis basic/acidic character of the Oe(2)/Vt centers

is also confirmed by the analysis of HOMO and LUMO

orbitals (Fig. 6) where the HOMO orbital is localized

mainly on Oe(2) centers, whereas the contribution to the

LUMO orbital comes almost exclusively from Vt centers.

The role of coordinatively unsaturated surface V atoms

present at the (001) surface in surface relaxation was

studied using the V14- size clusters. Table 3 lists atomic

charges as well as bond orders before and after the relax-

ation of the selected surface centers. However, there are no

significant variations in electronic parameters due to sur-

face relaxation, one notice changes in bond distances and

much larger surface relaxation energy than in case of sat-

urated (010) surface. Displacements of atoms from their

bulk positions (changes in x, y, z atom coordinates) are

pronounced and result in changes of bond distances (up to

0.2 Å). The greatest displacement (amounting to 0.62 and

0.55 Å) from atom bulk positions are observed for the

double-coordinated O(2) and Oe(2) centers whereas the

average shift of O(1) atom is about 0.32 Å. Relaxation of

one center (for example O(2)) causes not only changes

in the bond involving this particular atom (elongation

Vt–O(2) bond by 0.10 Å) but also influence other

neighboring bonds; (shortening the Vt–O(2) by 0.22 Å and

elongation of the Vb–Oe(2) by 0.10 Å).

The values of local relaxation energies, Erelax, are equal

to -1.53/-1.74/-0.91 eV for the O(1)/O(2)/Oe(2) centers

and can be related both to variations in the length of V–O

bond lengths and also to the number of surface atoms that

are optimized. Figure 7 presents the relaxation energy

connected with optimization of different surface oxygen

atoms as a function of the number of relaxed atoms, both

from the surface and deeper layers. It is seen that the

relaxation energy increases in a logarithmic way

(R2 = 0.97) with the number of relaxed surface atoms, and

decreases following a power function (R2 = 0.96) of the

number of atoms from the deeper layers. Therefore, surface

atoms are responsible for the (001) surface relaxation,

whereas the atoms from deeper layers do not influence

considerably the relaxation energy.

The considerable relaxation of the (001) surface, found

using the cluster model has been confirmed with the peri-

odic calculations [44], where the relaxation of the

V2O5(001) netplane of is accompanied by surface energy

changing from 1.16 to 0.48 J/m2 (decrease of 59%).

The electronic parameters describing the electronic

structure of the V2O5(001) surface, modeled by V21O65H25

cluster and the corresponding two smaller V14O44H18V14

and V14O45H20 clusters are in a very good agreement. In

particular, charges of the respective centers, bond orders,

electrostatic potentials determining the site and nature of

the molecular attack at the surface and spectral character-

istic of the density of states are similar. Therefore, one can

conclude that both smaller clusters V14O44H18V14 and

V14O45H20 are sufficiently precise for the description of the

Fig. 6 The character of HOMO and LUMO orbitals for the different

clusters modeling the V2O5(001) surface obtained for the V21O65H25

cluster
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electronic structure of the (001) surface of V2O5, and in

particular the activity of surface O(1), O(2), Oe(2), and Vt

centers.

3.3 The V2O5(100) Surface Clusters

For the V2O5(100) netplane the ‘‘t1’’ termination, charac-

terized by unsaturated V atoms together with two kinds of

oxygen sites (O(1) and O(2)), similarly as in the case of the

(001) surface, different cluster models were examined to

consider cluster size convergence and then to discuss

electronic and geometric properties.

Table 4 collects the results of populations and bond

orders (of the central cluster atoms, see Fig. 2b), where

three clusters: V12O40H20, V14O46H22, and V16O52H24

were selected as models of the (100) surface. Comparison

of the results obtained for different clusters shows only

weak dependence on cluster size and geometry; the largest

deviation of electronic parameter being for the smallest

cluster.

Results of population analyses performed for the

V16O52H24 cluster indicate that vanadium centers have

Lewis acid character with charge equal to ?1.39 that is

closed to the Vt-type centers of the (001) netplane,

which confirms the coordinative unsaturation of metallic

centers at this netplane. Similarly to the (010) and (001)

surfaces the nucleophilicity of surface oxygen sites

increases with the coordination, qO(1) = -0.35, qO(2) =

-0.71.

The bond order (1.95) for V=O(1) bonds indicate their

double nature, while the V–O(2)–V bridges (bond orders of

0.83 and 0.83) are described by single bonds, with a greater

ionic contribution that for V=O(1). Both, populations and

bond orders do not yield noticeable differences between the

(001) and (100) oriented surfaces.

Similar to the (001) surface, electrostatic potential

maps for (100) netplane (Fig. 8) show surface regions of

positive and negative potential, however these regions are

not clearly separated. Thus, one can expect that the (100)

surface will be attacked by the positive as well as nega-

tive particles, while neutral molecules may become

polarized.

Table 3 Clusters V14O44H18 and V14O45H20 modeling V2O5(001). Atomic charges (q), V–O bond orders (p) and V–O bond distances (d) before

and after geometric relaxation. Atoms involved in optimization are listed (PA surface layer atoms, BA bulk atoms)

V2O5(001) V14O44H18 Center relaxed V14O45H20 Center relaxed

O(1) O(2) Oe(2)

q (Vt) 1.33 1.36 1.36 1.23 1.21

q (O(1)) -0.37 -0.40 -0.41 -0.36 -0.42

q (O(2)) -0.71 -0.72 -0.72 -0.72 -0.73

q (Oe(3)) -0.57 -0.60 -0.59 -0.61 -0.60

p (Vt =O(1)) 1.91 1.90 1.88 1.95 1.91

p (Vt–O(2)) 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.94 1.00

p (Vt–Oe(2)) 1.02 0.96 1.05 0.99 1.03

p (Vb–Oe(2)) 0.82 0.83 0.74 0.77 0.74

d (Vt=O(1)) 1.59 1.61 1.61 1.59 1.61

d (Vt–O(2)) 1.78 1.89 1.88 1.78 1.89

d (Vt–Oe(2)) 2.02 1.83 1.80 2.02 1.81

d (Vb–Oe(2)) 1.89 1.94 1.99 1.89 1.95

Erelax [eV] – 1.53 1.74 – 0.91

Atoms relaxed PA: Vt, Vt, O(1),

O(2), Oe(2)

PA: Vt, Vt, O(1) 9 2,

O(2),Oe(2) 9 2

PA: Vt, O(1), O(2), Oe(2)

BA: Vb, O(3) BA: O(3) 9 2 BA: Vb, O(3), Ob(2),

Ob(1), Ob(3)

y = 0,72Ln(x) -0,90
R2= 0,92

0
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Fig. 7 The correlation plot of the relaxation energy as a function of

the number of relaxed atoms
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Density of states for V16O52H24 cluster plotted on

Fig. 3c show no significant differences with respect to

DOS calculated for the (010) and (001) surfaces that is to

be expected taking into account that valence bands char-

acterize bulk properties, hence being mostly independent of

surface orientation.

From the nature of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals

(determined for the V16 cluster) presented in Fig. 9 one

observed that the HOMO orbitals are localized mainly on

O(2) centers creating basic Lewis centers, while the LUMO

orbitals are limited to V centers and play the role of

electron acceptors.

The coordinatively unsaturated character of vanadium

centers present at the (100) surface, similarly as in the case

of the (001) surface, implicates the possibility of geomet-

rical relaxation of this surface. The analysis of atomic

charges and bond orders (see Table 5) shows that the local

relaxation, similarly as for the (001) netplane, does not

affect the electronic structure significantly. Both the largest

change of atomic charges (0.06 for V) and of variation in

the bond order (0.08 for V=O(1)) are insignificant. The

density of states as well as character of frontier orbitals

remain unchanged after the relaxation.

The relaxation causes shifts of atoms from their bulk

positions (see Table 5) but displacements are small and

lead to negligible changes in bond distances. The smaller

relaxation energy obtained for cluster model of the (100)

surface, in respect to the (001) surface, is confirmed by the

periodic calculations [44] that show that the relaxation

lowers the energy of the (100) surface from 0.61 to

0.55 J/m2 only (decrease of 10%).

Although electronic characterization of the (100) surface

obtained by its modeling via the V16 and V14 type clusters

is very similar, the V16O52H24 cluster should be consider

for further studies on adsorption because that in the smaller

cluster two V atoms from the second layer are missing,

what may violate the electron density symmetry for the

O(1) centre and may lead to erroneous description of the

adsorption.

4 Summary: Saturated Versus Unsaturated V2O5

Surfaces

Results of the calculations carried out using the cluster

approach prove that for each of the discussed low-index

surfaces, systematic studies lead to the selection of the ade-

quate cluster that can be used to model the surface. For the

(010) surface it is the V10O31H12 cluster, for the (001) sur-

face—the V21O65H25 (but alsoV14O44H18 and V14O45H20),

and for the (100) surface—the V16O52H24 cluster.

All studied surfaces have similar electronic structure and

the surface V–O bonds are of a mixed, ionic-covalent

nature. The nucleophilicity of O centers scale with their

coordination number and depends upon their environment.

On both unsaturated (001) and (100) surfaces charges on

vanadium atoms are lower than on the saturated (010)

Table 4 Atomic charges (q) and bond orders V–O (p) for the central

atoms for the clusters of V2O5(001) surface

V12O40H20 V14O46H22 V16O52H24

q (V) 1.42 1.38 1.39

q (O(1)) -0.36 -0.35 -0.35

q (O(2)) -0.72 -0.71 -0.71

p (V=O(1)) 1.93 1.94 1.95

p (V–O(2)) 0.82 0.83 0.83

Fig. 8 The electrostatic potential map calculated at the distance of

2 Å above the V2O5(100) surface—projection from the above. Plot is

obtained for V16O52H24 cluster. The ‘‘?EP’’ and ‘‘-EP’’ denote

positive and negative values of EP, respectively

Fig. 9 The character of HOMO

and LUMO orbitals for the

V16O52H24 cluster modeling the

V2O5(100) surface
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surface, which may enhance the activity of creating new

ionic-covalent bonds at unsaturated surfaces.

Density of states spectra show large similarities in their

multi-peak structure; the single-coordinated O(1) centers

admixed with vanadium component control the middle part

of the valence band, the O(2)/Oe(2) bridging atoms mixed

with V are uniformly distributed over the entire band,

while the contribution of O(2) for the (010) and (100)

surfaces and of Oe(2) for the (001) surface dominate close

to the Fermi level. The conductivity band is formed mainly

by vanadium orbitals.

In all surfaces, the electron-acceptor sites (the Lewis

acidic centers) are vanadium centers, while the basic Lewis

sites are O(2), Oe(2), and O(3) centers.

The largest differences in the properties of the studied

surfaces concern electrostatic potential maps. In contrast to

the (010) surface, where only the nucleophilic attack is

possible, the coordinatively unsaturated surfaces may be

attacked both by positively and negatively charged mole-

cules, because of the presence of positively and negatively

charged regions on the surface.

The coordinatively unsaturated (001) and (100) surfaces

are characterized by larger geometrical relaxation (varia-

tions in atoms position and in bonds length) than the sat-

urated (010) surface; the relaxation effect is the largest for

the (001) surface. The relaxation does not influence the

electronic structure significantly.
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